Gartner Peer Insights Review Guide
What Is Peer Insights?

- Gartner Peer Insights™ community capabilities address key peer decision and collaboration needs through an integrated user experience. Users can access the community capabilities along with Gartner-verified ratings and reviews.

- Users have shared over 385,000 online reviews on 30,000+ products and services. Reviews help buyers make more informed decisions and provide vendors with feedback and valuable insight into their product or service.

- The reviews posted on Gartner’s website help guide millions of buyers to select the product/service that best meets their business needs.
### Reviewer Expectations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A place to post anonymous reviews.</th>
<th>An environment free of harassment from vendors or other reviewers.</th>
<th>Equal treatment of reviews regardless of review rating or client status.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We do not reveal either the reviewer’s identity or their organization’s name on our website. We only publish the following with the review: reviewer role, industry, title, and company size.</td>
<td>A reviewer should never be subjected to harassment in any form from a vendor or another reviewer on our website as a result of posting a review.</td>
<td>All reviews adhere to these Community Guidelines and undergo the same verification and quality control processes, regardless of the rating or the product being reviewed. Reviews for Gartner client products are treated the same as non-client products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reviews are published as submitted.</th>
<th>Private information remains private.</th>
<th>Ability to update review content upon reviewer request.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We will not edit or modify the content of a review in a way that changes its intent. Rather, if the review does not comply with our Community Guidelines, we will not publish the review or will remove it. Reviewers may resubmit a review that meets our guidelines.</td>
<td>We do not disclose to third parties any personal contact information or communications shared with us by reviewers (except as required by law to help facilitate legal investigations).</td>
<td>Any reviewer who wishes to change or update their review should contact our team. For verification purposes, the reviewer must reach out using the same email address submitted with the original review.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Reviews generally take 10 to 15 minutes to submit. |
Process

Use vendor-provided sourcing link.

Register for Peer Insights using business email address or LinkedIn account.

Verify email address (code-based verification).

Write and submit review from link provided.

Review enters 3- to 5-business-day moderation process.

Review is approved or rejected; reviewer is notified via email.

If incentive is offered, it will be provided in approval email.

For questions on your review or troubleshooting help, reach out to PeerInsights@gartner.com

By reaching out to our end user team directly instead of the vendor, this helps protect the anonymous nature of the platform.

Key items to remember

• Use business email address or LinkedIn account to register.
• Only verified email addresses can submit a review.
• Use vendor-provided sourcing links.
• Leave open and honest feedback; do not commit to leaving 5-star reviews.

• Reviews must be written in English only.
• Reviews typically take 10 to 15 minutes to submit.
• Reviewers do not need to be Gartner clients.
• Check the status of your review at My Reviews.
Credentials and Content (Verifying Reviewers)

• Have an identifiable **corporate email address** that matches the stated employer — i.e., FirstName.LastName@org.com — or log in via your LinkedIn account.

• Be a working enterprise professional including technology decision makers, enterprise-level users and their teams.

• Have a **confirmed profile** on gartner.com or a credible online presence that verifies his/her identity, employer and role.

• Reviewers do not need to be Gartner clients to submit a review; a reviewer may set up an account to contribute to the platform, free of charge.
Credentials and Content (Verifying Content)

• Reviews must highlight specific user experiences related to the product being reviewed or its specific features.

• Reviews must be written in English only.

• Reviews must not promote or criticize a product other than the product being reviewed.

• Reviews must not contain financial information, such as specific amount of money spent.

• If the review does not comply with the Community Guidelines, we will not publish the review or will remove it. Reviewers may resubmit a review that meets the guidelines.

• A great review typically contains the following characteristics:
  – Comments to explain the corresponding ratings
  – Variance in ratings (it is unlikely that the reviewer would feel the same about every aspect of a product or service)
  – Logically consistent ratings (the overall ratings are in line with the averages of the subratings)
Code-Based Email Verification

One of the new automations we have introduced is **code-based email verification during the review survey process**. This **ensures** only verified users are able to submit reviews and **eliminates** users having their reviews **rejected** due to **unverified email addresses**.

After a reviewer **completes the review survey**, the final step **before** they can submit the review requires them to **verify their email address**. The system will send a **unique code** to the email address attached to their Reviewer Profile. The reviewer will then be required to input the code into the code field in the survey before they can submit their review to be moderated.
Example Content

**Overall Comment:** I am a former storage administrator and current IT director and former Infrastructure Architect and have evaluated many storage arrays throughout my career. I have never experienced a less reliable storage array than we have with our [BLANK]. We frequently experience controller failures, continuous error messages (which support has been unable to resolve), and have experienced "all-paths down" complete array failures. It’s overly-complexed to administer and requires frequent care to continue to operate successfully. Replication fails frequently between arrays. When dispatched onsite [BLANK] onsite support techs recommend that you completely shut down the array to perform certain repairs and upgrades. Furthermore [BLANK] support seems unconcerned about arrays experiencing hundreds of errors per day. Based on our experience, I would strongly recommend against purchasing a [BLANK] array.

**Overall Comment:** [BLANK] has transformed our team’s operations, allowing us to eliminate an inefficient stack of open source and paid services we used to implement analytics projects. We’ve cut time to delivery for our projects nearly in half, have been able to invite stakeholders onto the platform where they can understand data products being developed and also have extended the platform to other analysts in our broader organization. [BLANK] has been transformational for us, and we are just getting started.

**Overall Comment:** Overall, [BLANK] has been an asset to our company, aiding with pre and post hire management, payroll, and benefits administration. Our experience when upgrading to [BLANK] was extremely positive, with great support from the implementation team both prior to, during, and after the switch. We were really able to take the time to thoroughly train and prepare our staff to utilize [BLANK] to it’s fullest capabilities.
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